Case Study

VE Commercial
Vehicles

“VE Commercial Vehicles, driving its strength from its Vision, Passion, Excellence,
Innovation, Determination, and Inspiration, is committed to address the issues related to the skill gap and competency of the automotive, transportation and logistics
sector in India”
VE Commercial Vehicles Limited is a joint venture be-

Results

tween the Volvo Group and Eicher Motors Limited,
headquartered at New Delhi since July 2008. It is a
partnership that brings together global leadership in
technology, quality, safety, and environmental care, and
aims at driving modernization in the commercial transportation.
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80%
After completing 33 years of operations in June 2019,
the products have got endorsement from happy customers of over 7, 41,786 vehicles.

Eicher is a leading player in 4.9T – 16T segment with
Eicher Pro 1000, Pro 2000 & Pro 3000 series of LMD
trucks specifically designed to deliver a breakthrough
trucking experience in India. Eicher’s 12-69 seater buses have a growing presence in the LMD school bus,
staff and route-permit segments. ETB has also made
strong inroads into. Heavy-duty trucks segment of 16T 55T with Pro 5000, Pro 6000 & Pro 8000 series of HD
Trucks.

Of VE Commercial Vehicle’s total
output document process becomes
automatic with EasySign.

90%
Faster process for the output documents from approvals to E-mailing
with the help of few clicks.

Risk of Tempering
Document
Decreased significantly without any
time delay of document processing.

Increased security and protection

rd

With no integration of any 3 party
solution. EasySign is works within
SAP environment to provide No
compliance and Auditing issues.

A speedy and hassle-free
Solution for reducing turnAround time and tracking
Of documents
Volvo-Eicher Commercial vehicle set out to find a solution that would reduce the total turnaround time for
signing and approval of 800 debit notes on daily basis and tracking of documents in the approval cycle.
The answer was implementing EasySign digital signature solution, which enabled Volvo-Eicher Commercial vehicle to manage their days of signing time
into minutes and a sophisticated way to track the
documents.
“The ease of use was a huge value-add for
VE Commercial Vehicles, The customer can just click
A Button, it’s done and
Document will be signed/ print/ mailed to the
Respective Clients/vendors.

More secure system
A business like VE Commercial Vehicles Limited,
Is a one of the largest commercial vehicle manufacturer
in india and a huge amounts of documents
Digital documentation processes improve security
And reduce the risk of fraudulent transactions in
the vetting process. EasySign Identifies the Signing
Authority before someone can access a document;
They also need to verify their DSC Token before signing.
and within SAP framework can make no compliance
issues and a secure environment for all the documents.

“The

total time of signing approx 800 debit
notes is reduced from
2 days to 30 minutes
by implementing
EasySign.”
Mr. XYZ (AGM), Volvo-Eicher
Commercial Vehicle

